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In the GMANOVA model or equivalent growth curve model, shrinkage effects
on the MLE (maximum likelihood estimator) are considered under an invariant
risk matrix. We first study the fundamental structure of the problem through which
we decompose the estimation problem into some conditional problems and then
demonstrate some classes of double shrinkage minimax estimators which uniformly
dominate the MLE in the matrix risk.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Bilodeau and Kariya [1] considered the so-called Stein or shrinkage
effect in the MANOVA model, gave general sufficient conditions for an
estimator of the mean coefficient matrix to uniformly dominate the MLE
(maximum likelihood estimator) under matrix risk or scalar risk, and
proposed various classes of improved (minimax) estimators. On the other
hand, in the GMANOVA model, which contains the MANOVA model as
a special case and was originally formulated as a growth curve model by
Potthoff and Roy [9], Tan [12] and Kubokawa el al. [7] proposed some
classes of estimators uniformly dominating the MLE under scalar risk,
which we call minimax estimators in this paper as the MLE can be shown
to be minimax. It is noted that the MLE is the BEE (best equivariant
estimator) in the model (see Kariya [5]). This paper treats the estimation
problem in the GMANOVA model and reveals the intrinsic structure.
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A canonical form of the normal GMANOVA model is given by
X=[X1
p1
, X2
p2
] : m_ptN([;, 0], Im 7)
(1.1)
S: p_ptWp (7, n),
and X and S are independent, where 7>0 (positive definite). Here by
Z: a_btN(+, A) we mean that z=(z$1 , ..., z$a)$: ab_1 is normally dis-
tributed with the corresponding mean vector and covariance matrix A
where Z$=(z1 , ..., za) and Wp(7, n) denotes the Wishart distribution with
mean n7 and degrees of freedom n. Partition S and 7 as S=(Sij) with
Sij : pi _pj and 7=(7ij) with 7ij : pi_pj , and let
711 } 2=711&7127&122 721 and #=7
&1
22 721 . (1.2)
Our problem is to estimate ;: m_p based on the sufficient statistic (X, S)
under the following invariant risk matrix
R(; , (;, 7))=E[(; &;) 7&111 } 2(; &;)$]: m_m. (1.3)
It is known that the MLE is given by
B=X1&X2 C with C=S &122 S21 . (1.4)
Hence a minimax estimator ; needs to satisfy
R(; , (;, 7))R(B, (;, 7))=[ p1(n&1)(n&p1&1)] Im (1.5)
uniformly in terms of nonnegative definiteness. It is noted that an estimator
of ; can be expressed as
; =B+G(X, S). (1.6)
In this framework, generalizing the arguments in [1, 7, 12], we make
clear the intrinsic structure of this estimation problem in the GMANOVA
model, through which we decompose the problem into the problem of
estimating a conditional mean matrix and the problem of estimating the
slope #=7&122 721 in (1.2). Therefore we can enjoy the double shrinkage
effects in the GMANOVA model, which yields many classes of minimax
estimators by applying the results of [1]. In fact, the shrinkage forms
expressing the two effects can be different. Hence in this paper, using the
structure of the problem, we simply demonstrate some basic classes of
minimax estimators under the matrix risk (1.3). Kubokawa et al. [7] make
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some single shrinkage effects on the MLE in some classes of estimators,
which are inadmissible minimax estimators because they are not double
shrinkage estimators. Tan [12] shrinks B directly to get some classes of
estimators. It should be emphasized that while these results provide some
specific minimax estimators under certain scalar risk functions, our main
object is to study the structure of the problem that yields minimax
estimators under matrix risk (1.3) and hence under scalar risk of the form
R(; , (;, 7))=tr QR(; , (;, 7)),
where Q is a known weight matrix.
As a referee pointed out, the invariant loss function in risk matrix (1.3)
which involves an unknown covariance matrix may not be reasonable in
some applications (see, e.g., [8]). Our results in this paper depend on the
invariance structure of the loss function.
2. The Double Shrinkage Structure of the Problem
In this section, we make clear the intrinsic structure of the estimation
problem for ; in the GMANOVA model (1.1) and formulate some condi-
tional problems through which double shrinkage minimax estimators are
derived under the risk matrix in (1.3). For this purpose, we decompose (1)
the model (1.1), (2) the MLE B in (1.4), and then (3) the problem.
(1) A decomposition of the GMANOVA model (1.1) can be made as
X1 : m_p1 given X2 tN(;+X2 #, Im 711 } 2),
X2 : m_p2 tN(0, Im 722),
(2.1)C#S &122 S21 : p2_p1 given S22 tN(#, S &122 711 } 2),
S22tWp2 (722 , n)
and
S11 } 2#S11&S12 S &122 S21tWp1 (711 } 2 , n&p2),
where (X1 , X2), (C, S22), and S11 } 2 are mutually independent.
(2) A corresponding decomposition of the MLE B=X1&X2C is
B=b&c with
b#X1&X2 # : m_p1tN(;, Im 711 } 2),
(2.2)
c#X2 C&X2 # : m_p1 given (X2 , S22)tN(0, T2 711 } 2),
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and b and c are independent, where T2=X2 S &122 X$2 . Hence the MLE B is
conditionally distributed as
B=b&c given (X2 , S22)tN(;, (I+T2)711 } 2) (2.3)
and the risk (MSE) matrix of the MLE is evaluated as
RB=R(B, (;, 7))=rb+rc=[ p1(n&1)(n&p2&1)] Im , (2.4)
where
rb#R(b, (;, 7))=E[(b&;) 7&111 } 2(b&;)$]=p1Im (2.5)
rc#R(X2C, (X2#, 7))=E[(X2C&X2 #) 7&111 } 2(X2C&X2#)$]
=E[c7&111 } 2c$]=p1E(T2)=[ p1p2(n&p2&1)] Im . (2.6)
(3) To decompose our problem correspondingly, we view the MLE
B as
B=J1J0Y0 with Y0=\X1C0+, (2.7)
where
C0=S 1222 C=S
&12
22 S21 , J1=[I, &I], (2.8)
and
J0=\I0
0
X20+ with X20=X2S &1222 .
Note that conditional on (X2 , S22),
Y0 tN(!, Im+p2 711 } 2), (2.9)
where
!=\'$+=\
;+X2 #
S 1222 # +. (2.10)
Clearly J1 J0 !=;. Together with (2.7) and (2.9), this suggests the following
problems: (I) to shrink Y0 , (II) to shrink J0 Y0 , and (III) to shrink B itself.
We study each problem separately.
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Problem I. This is the conditional problem of estimating ! based on
(Y0 , S11 } 2), from which minimax estimators are derived. Take
! =Y0+G with G=\ G1(X1 , S11 } 2)G2(C0 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22)+ (2.11a)
as an estimator of ! and let
R0 #Rc(! ,(!, 711 } 2))=E c[(! &!) 7&111 } 2(! &!)$] (2.11b)
be the conditional risk matrix of ! , where E c( } ) denotes the conditional
expectation of } given (X2 , S22). We assume that in (2.11a)
G1 does not depend on X2 and G2( } |&X2 , S22)=G2(} | X2 , S22). (2.12)
Theorem 2.1. Assume (2.12). Then if
Rc(! , (!, 711 } 2))Rc(Y0 , (!, 711 } 2))=p1 Im+p2 (2.13)
holds uniformly in (!, 711 } 2 , X2 , S22), then for
; =J1J0 ! =B+G(X1 , S11 } 2)&X20G2(C0 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22), (2.14a)
R(; , (;, 7))=J1E[J0 Rc(! , (!, 711 } 2)) J$0] J$1 (2.14b)
is uniformly smaller in terms of nonnegative definiteness than the risk matrix
of the MLE B, so that ; in (2.14a) is minimax.
The proof is obvious. To be noted, the expression (2.14a) with (2.12) is
different from the general form of an estimator:
; =B+G(X1 , X2 C, S22 , S11 } 2).
In view of (2.11) and (2.14), Problem I is the problem of shrinking X1 by
G1(X1 , S11 } 2) and C0 by G2(C0 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22). The assumption (2.12)
gives us the following important result.
Lemma 2.1. If the assumption (2.12) holds, then the cross term of the
risk matrix (2.14b) is zero:
8=E[(X1+G1&') 7&111 } 2(C0+G2&$)$ X$20]=0.
Proof. Conditional on (X2 , S22), E c(X1&')=0, E c(C0&$)=0, and
X1&' and C0&$ are independent. Hence as G2 does not depend on X1
and G1 does not depend on C0 ,
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E c[(X1&') 7&111 } 2(C0+G2&$)$]=0,
E c[G17&111 } 2(C0&$)$]=0,
E c[(X1&'+G1) 7&111 } 2(C0&$)$]=0,
and
E c[(X1&') 7&111 } 2 G$2]=0.
The remaining term E[G17&111 } 2G$2X$20] is also zero as its unconditional
expectation because it is an odd function of X2 and the distribution of
(X1 , X2) is the same as that of (X1 , &X2). This completes the proof.
By Lemma 2.1, the risk matrix (2.14b) is expressed as
R(; , (;, 7))=E[Rc('^, (', 711 } 2))]
+E[X20Rc($ , ($, 711 } 2)) X$20], (2.14c)
where
Rc('^, (', 711 } 2))=E c[('^&') 7&111 } 2('^&')$] with '^=X1+G1 (2.15)
and
Rc(($ , ($, 711 } 2))=E c[($ &$) 7&111 } 2($ &$)$] with $ =C0+G2 . (2.16)
Thus we obtain
Theorem 2.2. The conditional problem (2.11) of estimating ! is decom-
posed into the two independent conditional problems of estimating ' by '^
under (2.15) and of estimating $ by $ under (2.16).
Consequently, when p13, we can enjoy the double shrinkage effects in
the case of the GMANOVA modelone from the mean part of X1 and
another from the correlation part of X1 and X2 . In addition, the two
shrinkage effects on X1 and C0 can be of different forms. In the case of the
MLE B=X1&X20C0 , Rc(X1 , (', 711 } 2))=p1Im and Rc(C0 , ($, 711 } 2))=
p1 T1 =p1X20X$20 so that R(B, (;, 7))=rb+rc as has been observed.
If G2=0, (2.14a) and (2.14c) are reduced to
; =B+G1 with G1=G1(X1 , S11 } 2) (2.17a)
and
R(; , (;, 7))=E[(X1+G1&') 7&111 } 2(X1+G1&')$]+rc , (2.17b)
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while if G1=0, they are reduced to
; =B&X20 G2 with G2=G2(X1 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22) (2.18a)
and
R(; , (;, 7))=rb+E[X20(C0+G2&$) 7&111 } 2(C0+G2&$)$ X$20]. (2.18b)
Problem II. The second shrinkage problem suggested by the structure
(2.7) through (2.10) is based on the conditional model
J0 Y0=\ X1X2C+tN \\
;+X2#
X2 # +, \
I
0
0
T2+711 } 2+ . (2.19)
Here if mp2 , T2=X2S &122 X$2=X20X$20 is not of full rank, and the model
(2.19) is singular. A nonsingular model which is equivalent to (2.19) is
given by
\ X11X2C+tN \\
;+X2#
1X20 #0 +, \
I
0
0
1T2 1 $+711 } 2 + , (2.20)
where 1=(X$20 X20)&12 X$20 . Note 11 $=Ip2 , 1X20C0=(X$20X20)
12 C0 ,
and 1X20 X$20 1 $=X$20X20 . Then it is easy to see that the model (2.20) is
equivalent to the model (2.9) with Y0=(X$1 , C$0)$ if we transform 1X2C
into (X$20 X20)&12 1X2C. Hence when mp2 , the problem becomes
Problem I. In the following, we assume m<p2 in Problem II, and we view
the MLE B as
B=[I, &T122 ] \X1C1+#J2 Y1 with Y1=\
X1
C1+ and C1=T &122 X2C.
(2.21)
Then conditional on (X2 , S22)
Y1 tN(&, I2m 711 } 2) with &=\ ;+X2#T&122 X2 #+. (2.22)
Let
&^=Y1+K with K=\ K1(X1 , S11 } 2)K2(C1 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22)+ (2.23a)
and
Rc(&^, (&, 711 } 2))=E c[(&^&&) 7&111 } 2(&^&&)$]. (2.23b)
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Then by (2.21) and J2&=;, (2.23) leads to
; =J2 &^=B+K1(X1 , S11 } 2)&T122 K2(T
&12
2 X2 C, S11 } 2 | X2 , S22) (2.24a)
and
R(; , (;, 7))=E[J2Rc(&^, (&, 711 } 2)) J$2]. (2.24b)
This is the second problem. However, if K2 satisfies
K2(&C1 , S11 } 2 | &X2 , S22)= &K2(C1 , S11 } 2 | X2 , S22), (2.25)
this problem is reduced to Problem I because T122 K2 in (2.24a) is regarded
as a special case of X20 G2 in (2.14a) of Theorem 2.1. In particular, if
K2=0, the problem is equivalent to (2.17).
Problem III. The third shrinkage problem is based on B=J1J0 Y0
itself. Since BtN(;, (I+T2)711 } 2) conditionally, it is described by
; =B+L(B, S11 } 2)=(I+T2)12 [B0+L0(B0 , S11 } 2)] (2.26a)
and
R(; , (;, 7))=E[(I+T2)12 (B0+L0&;0)
_7&111 } 2(B0+L0&;0)$ (I+T2)
12], (2.26b)
where B0=(I+T2)&12 B, L0=(I+T2)&12 L, and ;0=(I+T2)&12 ;.
Note that
B0 tN(;0 , Im 711 } 2). (2.27)
Hence we need to find L0 's for which
E c[(B0+L0&;0) 7&111 } 2(B0+L0&;0)$]p1Im
uniformly.
3. Double Shrinkage Minimax Estimators of ;
In this section, we demonstrate how to derive minimax estimators of ;
from the conditional estimation problems I, II, and III formulated in Sec-
tion 2. In particular, some double shrinkage estimators are demonstrated.
Since each of the conditional problems is a MANOVA-type estimation
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problem, the results in [1] are applicable to each problem. Here we simply
apply their results on matrix risk. To describe them, let
Z=(Zij): r_qtN(+, Ir 0) and V=(Vij)tWq(0, N), (3.1)
where Z and V are independent. Let
+^=Z+M(Z, V) (3.2a)
and
R(+^, (+, 0))=E[(+^&+) 0&1(+^&+)$] (3.2b)
be an estimator of + and the risk matrix respectively. Further, let
M=(Mij),
A=(aij) with aij= :
q
k=1
MikZjk (3.3)
and
E=(eij) with eij= :
q
k=1
Mik MjkVkk+ 12 :
k{l
MikMjk Vkl . (3.4)
Denote by M the class of estimators +^=Z+M such that derivatives (3.3)
and (3.4) exist with E(M 2ij)<, E |MijZkl |<, and E(MijVkl)
2<,
and the conditions in Theorem 2.1 of [4] are satisfied.
Lemma 3.1 [1]. The unique unbiased estimator of the risk matrix (3.2b)
for +^ # M is given by
R (+^)=qI+A+A$+2E+(N&q&1) MV &1M$. (3.5)
A. Baranchik-Type Estimator. Let
F=ZV&1Z$=( fij), (3.6)
and let F =2(F )#diag[ f11 , ..., frr]. Specify the M-function as
M=&HF &1Z with H=diag[h1( f11), ..., hr( frr)]. (3.7)
Then A and E in (3.3) and (3.4) are respectively given by
A=&2H (1)&(q&2) HF &1 (3.8)
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and
E= &H (1)FF &1H&HF &1FH (1)+2HF &1FF &1H, (3.9)
when H (1)=diag[h$1 , ..., h$r].
Lemma 3.2 [1]. Let q3. Then for +^=Z+M with M in (3.7)
R (+^)qIr uniformly so that +^ is minimax if for i=1, ..., r
(1) 0hi2(q&2)[r(n&q+3)+2r2]
(3.10)
(2) 0h$i2fii .
B. Strawderman-Type Estimator. Let
M=&g(w, V) Zw (3.11)
where g(w, V) is a scalar function of w=tr F and V with F in (3.6). Then
A in (3.3) and E in (3.4) are given by
A=
qg
w
I&2 _1w
g
w
&
g
w2& F (3.12)
and
E=&
2g
w3 _w
g
w
&g& F 2+2gw3 Z _
g
V(12)& Z$, (3.13)
where gV(12)= 12 gV+
1
2diag[gV11 , ..., gVqq].
Lemma 3.3 [1]. Let q3. Then for +^=Z+M with M in (3.11),
R (+^)qIr uniformly if
(1) 0g2(q&2)(n&q+3)
(2) g(w, V)w0 (3.14)
(3) g(w, V)V(12) is nonpositive definite.
Problem I. The estimation problem summarized by (2.11a), (2.11b) is
the problem of shrinking X1 and C0 simultaneously by G1 and G2 respec-
tively. But by Lemma 2.1, if G1 does not depend on X2 and if G2 is an even
function of X2 , the problem is decomposed into the two conditional
problems of estimating ' by '^=X1+G1 under the conditional risk matrix
254 KARIYA, KONNO, AND STRAWDERMAN
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(2.15) and of estimating $ by $ =C0+G2 under the conditional risk matrix
(2.16). Hence we derive
Rc('^, (', 711 } 2))rb=p1Im , (3.15a)
uniformly and
Rc($ , ($, 711 } 2))p1Ip2 (3.15b)
uniformly, which implies that ; is minimax. Let
F1=X1 S &111 } 2X$1=( f
(1)
ij ). (3.16a)
F2=C0 S &111 } 2C$0=( f
(2)
ij ), (3.16b)
and
F k=diag[ f (k)11 , ..., f
(k)
rkrk] (k=1, 2) (3.16c)
with r1=m and r2=p2 . Further, let
Hk=diag[h (k)1 ( f
(k)
ij ), ..., h
(k)
rk ( f
(k)
rkrk)] (k=1, 2). (3.16d)
Finally, define
G1(1)= &H1 F &11 X1 , G2(1)=&H2 F
&1
2 C0 , (3.17a)
G1(2)= &
1
w1
g1(w1 , S11 } 2) X1 (3.17b)
and
G2(2)=&
1
w2
g2(w2 , S11 } 2) C0 ,
where gk(wk , S11 } 2) is a scalar function of wk=tr Fk and S11 } 2 (k=1, 2).
We assume
h (k)i 's satisfy (3.10) for i=1, ..., rk , k=1, 2,
where r=r1 for k=1 and r=r2 for k=2, (3.18a)
gk(wk , S11 } 2)'s satisfy (3.14) (k=1, 2). (3.18b)
Theorem 3.1. Let p13. Then when (3.18) holds, for any j=1, 2 and
l=1, 2
; =B+G1( j)&X2 G2(l ) (3.19)
is minimax where Gk( j)'s are given by (3.17).
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Proof. The result is straightforward by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 as (3.15)
holds under (3.18).
We call an estimator ; of the form (3.19) a double shrinkage estimator.
A single shrinkage estimator is obtained simply by setting one of G1( j) and
G2(l ) equal to zero:
Corollary 3.1. Let p13 and assume (3.18). Then (1) ; in (3.19) with
G2(l )=0 is minimax and (2) ; in (3.19) with G1( j)=0 is minimax.
Corollary 3.1(1) gives a solution to the shrinkage problem (2.15),
shrinking X1 by G1=G1( j) which improves on rb=p1Im in (3.15a).
Corollary 3.1(2) gives a solution to the problem (2.16) shrinking C0 by
G2=G2(l ), which improves on p1Ip2 in (3.15b). However, the double
shrinkage estimator ; in (3.23) is better than these single shrinkage
estimators in terms of matrix risk and hence these are inadmissible. This
argument will be applicable to the results in [7] where single shrinkage
estimators are considered.
Between the single shrinkage estimators in (1) and (2) of Corollary 3.1,
when n is large, E[X20Rc(C0 , ($, 711 } 2)) X$20]=E(T2)=rc=[ p1p2 
(n&p2&1)] Im becomes small and so it will be better to shrink X1 by G1
rather than C0 by G2 . Since rbrc is equivalent to n&p2&1p2 , we may
shrink X1 when n&12p2 , otherwise we may shrink C0 if we shrink either
X1 or C0 . Note that np1+p2 .
Problem II. To the estimation problem in (2.20), let m<p2 (see Sec-
tion 2), and replace C0 in (3.16b) by T &122 X2C so that
F20=T &122 X2CS
&1
11 } 2 C$X$2T
&12
2 : m_m. (3.20)
With this F20 , define (3.17) in terms of the K-function as
K1(1)=&H1F &11 X1 , K2(1)= &H2 F
&1
20 T
&12
2 X2C2 , (3.21a)
K1(2)=&
1
w1
g1(w1 , S11 } 2) X1 (3.21b)
and
K2(2)= &
1
w20
g2(w20 , S11 } 2) T &122 X2C with w20=tr F20 .
The following theorem gives a class of double shrinkage minimax
estimators.
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Theorem 3.2. Let p13 and assume (3.18) with r1=r2=m. Then for
any j, l=1, 2,
; =B+K1( j)&T 122 K2(l ) (3.22)
is minimax for ;.
Corollary 3.2. ; in (3.27) with K1( j)=0 is minimax.
This corollary gives a solution to the problem (2.24) with K1=0 shrink-
ing T &122 X2C by K2 . This result is comparable to that of Corollary 3.1(2).
But the comparison is not easy.
Problem III. To the problem (2.26) shrinking B directly, let
F=B0S &111 } 2 B$0=( fij) with B0=(I+T2)
&12 B (3.23a)
F =diag[ f11 , ..., fmm], (3.23b)
L(1)=&HF &1B0 with H=diag[h1( f11), ..., hm( fmm)], (3.23c)
and
L(2)=&
1
w
g(w, S11 } 2) B0 with w=tr F. (3.23d)
Theorem 3.3. Let p13 and assume (3.18). Then for j=1 or 2,
; =B+(I+T2)12 L( j) (3.24)
is minimax.
The L-functions in (3.23c), (3.23d) cannot be decomposed into the two
Kj-functions in (3.21) or the two Gj functions in (3.17). Hence the shrinkage
effect of the L-functions cannot be separated like Problems I and II.
Because of the nonlinear structure, the classes of estimators in these problems
are different. But it is difficult to make comparisons among these estimators.
Many other minimax estimators can be constructed by following [1] if
the matrix risk is replaced by certain scalar risk functions.
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